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Mode conversion~MC! of long wavelength fast electromagnetic magnetosonic waves~fast wave, or
FW! into shorter wavelength electrostatic~ion-Bernstein, or IBW! or slow electromagnetic~ion
cyclotron, or ICW! waves is of great interest in laboratory, magnetic fusion and space physics
experiments. Such processes are particularly important in multi-ion species plasmas. In this paper
we report recent results from high power ion cyclotron range of frequencies~ICRF! heating
experiments in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak. Mode converted waves near the3He–H hybrid layer
have been detected by means of phase contrast imaging in H(3He,D) plasmas@E. Nelson-Melby
et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.90, 155004~2003!#. The measured wavek spectrum and spatial location are
in agreement with theoretical predictions@F. W. Perkins, Nucl. Fusion17, 1197 ~1977!#, which
showed that in a sheared magnetic field, mode-conversion of FW into ICW may dominate over IBW
for appropriate ion species~i.e., D–T, or equivalently, H–3He). Recent modeling with full wave
codes, as well as solving the hot plasma dispersion equation in the presence of sheared magnetic
fields, verifies the interpretation of such a mode conversion process. Thus, the geometry of the
magnetic field, as well as the particular ion species mix, influences the physics of ICRF mode
conversion. In this paper, we also report recent results on the study of mode conversion electron
heating~MCEH! in D~H! plasmas@Y. Lin et al., Plasmas Phys. Controlled Fusion45, 1013~2003!#.
By comparing the experimentally measured MCEH profile with modeling, the study shows that the
MC ICW may make a significant contribution to the direct electron heating when the D–H hybrid
layer is off axis on the high field side. Preliminary results of mode conversion poloidal plasma flow
drive experiments in D(3He) are also reported. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1651489#

I. INTRODUCTION

Mode conversion~MC! of long wavelength fast electro-
magnetic magnetosonic waves~fast wave, or FW! into
shorter wavelength electrostatic~ion-Bernstein, or IBW! or
slow electromagnetic~ion cyclotron, or ICW! waves is of
great interest in laboratory, magnetic fusion and space phys-
ics experiments. Such processes are particularly important in
multi-ion species plasmas. In tokamak experiments with ion
cyclotron range of frequencies~ICRF! heating, the mode
conversion process has been extensively studied as a tool for
direct electron heating and current drive.1–8 It has also been
shown possibly to drive poloidal plasma flow,9 and poten-

tially suppress turbulence. Therefore, understanding the
ICRF MC physics is important to the study of the advanced
tokamak operation scenario.

In a multi-species plasma, the dispersion equation of the
fast wave in the cold plasma limit can be written as

n'
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~R2ni
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where R, L and S are the usual Stix parameters,10 ni

5cki /v andn'5ck' /v are the parallel and perpendicular
index of refraction, respectively. Two cutoff layers,ni

25R
and ni

25L, and a resonance layer,ni
25S ~ion–ion hybrid

layer! are present in Eq.~1!. The ion–ion hybrid layer is
located between the two ion cyclotron~IC! layers. The dis-
tances to the IC layers are determined by the species mix.
For example, in a D~H! plasma with H as the minority spe-
cies, the D–H hybrid layer is closer to the H IC layer than
the D IC layer. In contrast to the pure right hand polarization
in single species plasmas, the polarization of the fast wave is
partially left hand near the hybrid layer. This modification of
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polarization is the essence of the ICRF minority heating
scheme. In a D~H! plasma with only a few percent of H, the
fast wave will be mostly absorbed at the H IC layer, which is
Doppler broadened to overlap the D–H hybrid layer with the
help of the energetic H particles generated by the rf power.
With a moderate H concentration, the D–H hybrid layer may
be out of the IC broadening. As a result, the single-pass
absorption of the fast wave becomes weak, and the fast wave
may be converted to shorter wavelength waves in the vicinity
of the hybrid layer. There are generally two types of MC
waves in this region. One is the electrostatic ion-Bernstein
wave ~IBW! on the high field side~HFS! of the ion–ion
hybrid layer. On the low field side~LFS! of the layer, the
slow electromagnetic ion cyclotron wave~ICW! of the spe-
cies with higher charge/mass ratio may appear because of the
upshift of theki of the fast wave induced by the magnetic
shear, like that created by the poloidal field (Bpol) in
tokamaks.11 Without Bpol , the ICW can exist only in a small
region near the edge of a multi-species tokamak plasma. The
upshift ofki provides a mechanism for the expansion of this
edge region further into the plasma. After its existence in
tokamak plasmas was shown in Ref. 11, the MC ICW was
only considered in the scenario that the fast wave is launched
from the HFS of the ion–ion hybrid layer. For the usual LFS
launch fast wave, the MC IBW was thought of as the only
possible MC wave. In reality, the presence of theni

25R
cutoff layer in the HFS edge plasma suggests that the MC
ICW should also exist for the LFS launch fast wave. The MC
ICW in tokamak plasmas has recently been observed experi-
mentally for the first time by means of a phase contrast im-
aging ~PCI! system in H(3He,D) plasmas in Alcator
C-Mod.12 The experimental observation was compared with
numerical studies, which helped identify the observed wave.
The MC ICW usually has a longer wavelength than the MC
IBW, but shorter wavelength than the fast wave. In contrast
to the MC IBW, which is a warm plasma wave, the MC ICW
is the competition result ofBpol and temperature.13 This ex-
perimental observation of the MC ICW, as well as a recent
numerical study,14 suggests that ICRF mode conversion in
tokamak plasmas is more complicated than previously
thought.

A further study of the MC process in Alcator C-Mod has
been performed on the direct electron heating~MCEH! of the
MC waves in D~H! plasmas.15 The MCEH profile and effi-
ciency as calculated from experimental data agree with those
from numerical simulations. The contributions from the MC
ICW and MC IBW are examined. The result suggests that the
contribution from the MC ICW can be significant when the
ion–ion hybrid layer is off axis on the HFS of the magnetic
axis, whereBpol is non-negligible.

Plasma flow drive using ICRF waves has been studied
theoretically14,16–20and experimentally9,21–23in different to-
kamaks and utilizing either direct launch IBW or MC waves.
Flow drive through externally applied rf waves is thought as
a potential ‘‘knob’’ to enhance plasma confinement.24 Direct-
launch IBW has been shown to drive plasma flow21 and en-
hance plasma confinement.22–25Poloidal flow drive based on
mode conversion has been studied in D(4He, 3He) plasmas
in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor~TFTR!,9 in which an rf

power correlated poloidal flow was observed on the LFS of
the D–3He hybrid layer. Some experiments have also been
performed in Alcator C-Mod to investigate the MC flow
drive. Preliminary results are reported in this paper.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II summarizes
the experimental observation of the MC ICW and the nu-
merical studies to identify its origin; Sec. III presents the
MCEH study in D~H! plasmas; and Sec. IV reports some
preliminary results of MC flow drive experiments in Alcator
C-Mod, followed by Summary.

II. OBSERVATION OF THE MODE CONVERTED ION
CYCLOTRON WAVE

Alcator C-Mod (R.0.67 m, a.0.22 m, Bt<8.1 T)26

has three fast wave antennas@Fig. 1~a!#: two two-strap an-
tennas at D port (f 580.5 MHz) and E port (f 580 MHZ),27

and a four-strap antenna at J port.28 The J antenna was oper-
ated at either 70 or 78 MHz in the experiments reported in
this paper.

In Fig. 1~b!, we also show the PCI system,29 a laser
based density fluctuations diagnostic in Alcator C-Mod. The
CO2 laser (l510.6 nm) of PCI is vertically in front of the E
antenna. The laser light is imaged onto a 12-element HgCdTe
photoconductive linear array after passing through the
plasma and reflected from a 90° phase plate. The PCI
technique30 relies on the interference of scattered and appro-
priately phase-shifted un-scattered radiation passing through
the plasma. It is most sensitive to density perturbations
whose surfaces of constant phase are aligned with the laser
beam. In experiments with a special mix of D,3He and H, a
wave withkR in the range of14 to 110 cm21, whereR is
the tokamak major radius, is observed by PCI. In Fig. 2, we
plot thek-spectrum contour from the PCI signal of one of the
plasma discharges in these experiments. A wave atkR

.17 cm21 is clearly shown. The plasma parameters are:
Bf55.84 T, I p5800 kA, nH /ne.0.59, n3He/ne.0.04,
nD /ne.0.33, ne0.231020 m23, and Te0.1.3 keV. In
these experiments, the PCI laser was expanded to a width of
about 6 cm, and configured as a heterodyne system: the laser
intensity was modulated at a frequency offset from the rf
frequency so that the rf signals~e.g., 80.5 MHz from the D

FIG. 1. ~a! Fast wave antennas shown in the top view of Alcator C-Mod.~b!
The PCI system shown in a cross section of Alcator C-Mod.
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antenna! could be measured at the beat oscillation frequency
~350.9 kHz! ~Fig. 2!. The wave is located in the vicinity but
on the LFS of the3He–H hybrid layer~Fig. 3!. The positive
kR shown in Fig. 2 indicates that the phase velocity of the
wave is toward the antenna. The wave also has a longer
wavelength than that of the MC IBW~wavelength of a few
mm! expected on the HFS of the3He–H hybrid layer.

In Fig. 4, the dispersion curves of the fast wave, ICW
and IBW near the3He–H hybrid layer for the plasma of Fig.
2 are plotted. The dispersion curves are numerically obtained
by solving the full electromagnetic dispersion equation as-
suming a Maxwellian plasma.31 The FW and IBW curves are
obtained on the midplane without including the poloidal
field. The ICW is obtained along the magnetic surface tan-
gential to the3He–H hybrid layer on the midplane. The po-
loidal field provides the mechanism for the upshift ofki .32

Assumingkr!kpol andk'.kpol , we have

ki.
nf

R

Bf

Btotal
1k'

Bpol

Btotal
, ~2!

where toroidal mode numbernf510 is conserved due to the
toroidal symmetry. In Fig. 5~a!, we plot both the real, Re(k'),
and imaginary, Im(k'), parts of the wave number of the ICW
branch of Fig. 4. We also plot the resultedk' from solving
Eq. ~2! in conjunction with an approximate slow wave root33

n'
2 .~S2ni

2!/s, ~3!

wheres.2(exx2S)/n'
2 is the hot plasma correction of the

Stix parameterS, and exx is the xx component of the hot
plasma dielectric tensor. Equation~3! is also an approximate
expression of the MC IBW on the HFS of the hybrid layer.4

The two sets of curves shown in Fig. 5~a! are very close and

both show a damped wave with Re(k') in the same range as
measured by PCI~cf. Fig. 2!. A contour plot of theEz com-
ponent from a TORIC34,35 simulation (nf510) for this
plasma is shown in Fig. 5~b!. A short wavelength wave struc-
ture appears on the LFS of the3He–H hybrid layer. Its wave-
length is in agreement with that shown in Fig. 5~a! and mea-
sured by PCI. A similar result has also been obtained by
simulations using AORSA.14 The up–down asymmetry of
the wave front of the MC ICW@Fig. 5~b!# is a consequence
of the fact that the wave propagates to the LFS of the mode
conversion layer, which corresponds to positivem numbers
(kpolr ) below the midplane and negativem numbers above.
For a positiveBpol and nf , the positivem numbers below
the midplane result in larger values ofki that the local dis-
persion relation admits as a propagating ICW@cf. Eq.~2!#. In
contrast, the negativem numbers above the midplane yield
reduced values ofki that are evanescent modes of the local
dispersion relation. BecauseuEzu/uEyu.k'kiv te

2 /2vvce,36 the
Ez field in the MC ICW is much stronger than that of FW or
the MC IBW due to its largek' andki ~Fig. 6!. Becausez
5v/kivte<1 ~also shown in Fig. 6!, the MC ICW is damped
through electron Landau damping~ELD!. Being left-hand

FIG. 2. ~Color! Contour plot of PCI signals in frequency andkR space.

FIG. 3. ~Color! PCI raw signal levels at the rf beat frequency vsR2R0 ,
whereR0 is the major radius of the magnetic axis. Three curves are signals
at three different time points.

FIG. 4. ~Color! Dispersion curves of the FW, ICW, and IBW for the plasma
of Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. ~Color! Numerical studies of the MC ICW.~a! k' from full EM
dispersion and from an approximate slow wave solution@Eq. ~3!#. ~b! Re(Ez)
from TORIC simulation (nf5110).
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polarized, the MC ICW will be completely absorbed through
IC resonance if it ever reaches the H IC layer. In typical MC
plasmas in Alcator C-Mod, the MC ICW can propagate in
the order of several centimeters through ELD as shown by
TORIC simulation, in agreement with the simple estimate in
Ref. 11. The TORIC simulation and solutions from the dis-
persion equation both agree with the PCI observation with
respect to the wave location and wavelength. In conclusion,
the observed wave is identified as the MC ICW of the hy-
drogen species, the same slow wave branch as studied in a
D–T mixture in Ref. 11 considering the poloidal field. It is
the first experimental observation of the MC ICW in toka-
mak plasmas.12

III. MODE CONVERSION ELECTRON HEATING
IN D„H… PLASMAS

Mode conversion electron heating, MCEH, has been
studied in many tokamaks. In previous experiments in Alca-
tor C-Mod, MCEH has been studied in detail in D(3He) and
H(3He) plasmas,3–5,37,38 and preliminarily in D~H!
plasmas.39 MCEH has also been studied in other tokamaks,
e.g., D(3He, 4He)2 and D~T! plasmas1 in TFTR, 3He(H) in
ASDEX Upgrade6 and Tore Supra,7,40 and4He(3He) in JET.8

MCEH may be significant in D~H! plasmas with moderate
hydrogen concentration in Alcator C-Mod as predicted in
Ref. 41. Recently, a more detailed study of mode conversion
in D~H! plasma has been performed.15 In this experiment, we
infer the H/D ratio from a spectroscopic diagnostic that mea-
sures hydrogen and deuterium Balmera-line levels near the
plasma edge.42 A constant H/D ratio throughout the plasma is
assumed. The MCEH profile is estimated from the following
equation:

S~r !.
3

2
neDF]Te~r !

]t G , ~4!

where D@]Te(r )/]t# is the difference of the slopes in the
temperature signals before and after rf power transitions
~break in slope!.43 The fraction of rf power to electron heat-
ing is simplyhe.*S(r )dV/Ptotal

rf where the volume integra-

tion is performed based on the magnetic surfaces recon-
structed by EFIT.44 Te is measured by a second harmonic
heterodyne ECE system with high spatial resolution
(,7 mm) and temporal response~5 ms!.45

Figure 7 shows one of the typical plasma discharges in
these experiments with a moderate H concentration. For this
plasma, the rf power is applied consecutively by J~70 MHz!,
D ~80.5 MHz! and E~80 MHz! antennas at a level about 1.5
MW. The D–H hybrid layer is nearly on axis when J port is
on, while the layer is off axis on the high field side when D
or E is on. The H concentrationnH /ne is in the range of
0.15–0.25.

Figure 8 shows the experimentally obtained MCEH pro-
file in comparison with the TORIC simulation result att
50.8744 s of the discharge in Fig. 7. The TORIC simulation
is done with toroidal modesnf56(9217), and summed
over all results by considering the antenna toroidal spectrum,
which is peaked atnf5613. A good agreement is shown
between the experiments and simulation in the expected
mode conversion region 0,r /a,0.25. The MC fraction
he

exp.0.16 from the experimentally measured profile, and
he

TORIC.0.14 from the TORIC simulation. The minority
heating profile from TORIC is also shown in this figure. The

FIG. 6. v/kiv te ~left! andki ~right! of the MC ICW vsR2R0 ~bottom! and
alsov/vcH ~top!.

FIG. 7. Plasma parameter traces.B0.5.4 T, I p.1 MA, ne0.1.8
31020 m23. Antenna frequencies are 80.5, 80, and 70 MHz for D, E and J
antennas, respectively.

FIG. 8. ~Color! MCEH profiles for the on-axis mode conversion (t
50.8744 s, of the plasma in Fig. 7!.
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TORIC simulation shows that the direct electron heating
power is primarily from the MC IBW. The result is consis-
tent with the fact thatBpol , which is crucial for the excitation
of the ICW, is small near the magnetic axis.

Figure 9 shows the MCEH profile obtained att
51.5024 s in the same plasma discharge of Fig. 7. The E port
antenna is on at 80 MHz with power level at about 1.5 MW.
The D–H hybrid layer is off axis on the HFS at aboutr /a
50.36 for the dominant toroidal mode numbernf5610 of
this antenna. The deposition profile from TORIC is also plot-
ted. The TORIC simulation is done onnf56(4216). In
the expected mode conversion region 0.35,r /a,0.7, the
volume integrated total MCEH power from the experiment is
he

exp.0.20, andhe
TORIC.0.18 from the TORIC simulation.

The experimental result and TORIC result agree with each
other in location, shape and level. We also show the power
partition to MC ICW, MC IBW and FW electron heating
from the TORIC simulation. The ICW and IBW peak at ap-
proximately the samer /a. The result suggests a comparable
heating for the MC ICWhe

ICW.0.087 and MC IBWhe
IBW

.0.09 while there is a small part of electron heating from
the fast wave near the hydrogen cyclotron resonance on axis
he

FW.0.03.
In Fig. 10, the two-dimensional~2D! contour of power

depositionSELD from the TORIC simulation (nf510) is
plotted. The power deposition from the MC IBW and MC
ICW is clearly shown, with the IBW on the HFS of the
ion-ion hybrid layer and the ICW on the LFS. However, it is
difficult to distinguish experimentally the MC ICW and IBW

contributions in direct electron heating because they gener-
ally peak at similar magnetic surfaces. The total MC effi-
ciency and the power partition between the MC ICW and
MC IBW are very complicated. They depend on a number of
plasma parameters, such as plasma current, species mixture,
density, and temperature. A highBpol is favored by the MC
ICW ~Fig. 11!.

IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF MC FLOW DRIVE
IN D„

3HE,H… PLASMAS

Experiments to study the mode conversion poloidal
plasma flow drive have been performed on a limited number
of D(3He,H) plasmas in Alcator C-Mod. In Fig. 12, the rf
power and poloidal velocity (vpol) in one of the discharges
~shot 10 307 160 20! are compared. The J port antenna was at
78 MHz and phasing predominantly at the countercurrent
drive direction~waves travel in the co-current direction!. In
Fig. 12~a!, the time traces ofvpol and the rf power from
J-port antenna are plotted. A possible linear relation between
these two parameters is shown in Fig. 12~b!, which gives
vpol.218(64) km/s per MW rf power.Vpol is calculated
from the measured Doppler shift of Ar161 forbidden z
~3994.4 mÅ! andw ~3949.4 mÅ! lines by a high resolution
x-ray spectrometer~HIREX!46 ~Fig. 13!. Because of the high
collisional frequency in typical Alcator C-Mod plasmas, the
impurity ion velocity is close to the bulk plasma ion velocity.
Unfortunately, in these experiments, only one of the three

FIG. 9. ~Color! MCEH profiles for the off-axis mode conversion (t
51.5024 s of the plasma in Fig. 7!.

FIG. 10. ~Color! Two-dimensional power deposition from TORIC for the
off-axis MC (nf510). The unit ofSELD is MW/m3 per m2 per MW antenna
input power.

FIG. 11. Ratio of the MC ICW and MC IBW power from TORIC simula-
tions (nf510) at differentI p . Other parameters are the same as those of
Fig. 10.

FIG. 12. ~Color! Vpol vs rf power. Bt57.8 T, ne0.1.731020 m23, I p

5800 kA, Te0.3.5 keV. Estimated species concentrations:nH /ne.0.06,
nD /ne.0.78 andn3He /ne.0.08.
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chords of this HIREX array was available. This chord views
a magnetic surface that intersects the midplane atR
.0.57 m on the HFS as shown in Fig. 13.Vpol has an un-
known offset due to the lack of absolute calibration. The rf
effect is inferred from the correlation between the velocity
and the modulated rf power. We estimate the MC layer from
the break in slope in ECE signals from a nine-channel grat-
ing polychromator with a radial resolution of about 3 cm.
The MC layer is found to be on the HFS atR.0.62 m, and
the MC power is about 300 kW for 2 MW total rf power. The
species mix is nH /ne.0.06,nD /ne.0.78 and n3He/ne

.0.08, calculated using the MC layer location and the mea-
sured H/D ratio. In Fig. 13, we also plot the 2D power depo-
sition contours from TORIC simulation using the experimen-
tal plasma parameters (nf517), which shows a small
region with strong MC power deposition near the magnetic
flux where the HIREX chord views. Therefore, the correla-
tion shown in Fig. 12~b! might result from the MC flow
drive. The negative slope indicates the rf effect is in the
electron diamagnetic drift direction on this flux surface for
this plasma. In two adjacent discharges with nearly identical
plasma parameters but different antenna phasing, the corre-
lation between the poloidal velocity and the rf power also
exists. In discharge 10 307 160 19 with@0,p,p,0# phasing,
vpol.222(65) km/s per MW rf power, while in discharge
10 307 160 21 at co-current drive phasing,vpol.11
(64) km/s per MW rf power. Some experiments in
H(3He,D) plasmas have also been performed, but the result
is inconclusive due to the operational difficulty in obtaining a
desirable species mix. The preliminary result reported here
with velocity measurement at a single spatial location is in-
adequate to benchmark with theoretical or numerical models,
such as Ref. 14, but rather a preliminary experimental evi-
dence of rf correlated, possibly rf driven, flow near the MC
layer. More experiments in plasmas with stronger MC and
with better diagnostics, including an upgraded PCI system
for wave measurement, are planned in Alcator C-Mod in the
near future.

V. SUMMARY

The MC ICW was observed for the first time in tokamak
plasmas in Alcator C-Mod using a PCI system. The wave is

on the LFS of the ion–ion hybrid layer, and it has wave-
length generally between the MC IBW and fast wave. De-
tailed measurement of the MCEH in D~H! plasmas with
moderate H concentration and comparison with TORIC mod-
eling shows that the MC ICW can have comparable contri-
bution to that of MC IBW in electron heating when the mode
conversion is off axis. Preliminary experimental evidence of
rf correlated poloidal flow near the MC location is also re-
ported.
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